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Editorial: "We are the Stonewall girls
We wear our hair in curls
We wear no underwear
We show our pubic hair...
We wear our dungarees Above our nelly knees!"

News of this fight back reverberated across the planet. To many, this is when the modern gay liberation movement was born. So to all the drag queens, transsexuals, dykes, poofs, queers and everyone else who paraded, protested and partied at Pride Scotia – we salute you. We hope you enjoy the Pride pics on our centre pages.

Meanwhile in Russia, this year’s Pride event turned into… a riot. As we rightly congratulate ourselves on achieving some form of equality back home, many abroad are not so fortunate. Indeed LGBT people all over the planet suffer torture, imprisonment and death. In this issue, John Murphy looks at the plight of Eastern European gays and asks ‘What is to be done?’
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‘We are the Stonewall girls
We wear our hair in curls
We wear no underwear
We show our pubic hair...
We wear our dungarees Above our nelly knees!’

Martin Walker
Attended by Sisters and Brothers from three continents, the European Conclave of the Order of Perpetual Indulgence was held in Edinburgh over the Pride Scotia weekend. Novice Cumina Condom is pictured receiving the Black Veil (which marks her transition to full Sisterhood) from Brother Bimbo Del Doppio presided over by Pastor Best and under the watchful eyes of Sir Tys Major, Sister Scissors, Mother Mary Kay Lipstick (Fremantle, Australia) and Sister Glossa Lalia (Cologne, Germany).

Novice Cumina Gets Her Black Veil

How to legally protect your partner from losing the house

Do you know how to make sure your partner won’t be thrown out of the house if you die? Do you think a Co-Habitation Agreement might help you? Have you considered making a Power of Attorney to have someone look after your affairs if you are not able?

If these issues affect you, call Donald Reid now for your FREE booklet quoting ref: GS4
Tel: 0131-228 2828 or E-mail: dr@vmh.co.uk
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Quick round up from across Scotland
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For free, confidential advice, support and directions to the nearest sexual health services for gay and bisexual men, call Terrence Higgins Trust Scotland on 0141 332 3838 or visit equalonline.co.uk

www.equalonline.co.uk

USE CONDOMS AND LUBE.

SAFER SEX INSTRUCTIONS NO. 3

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

Fig. 1: Be prepared! Always carry condoms and lube, because you never know when you might get lucky.

Fig. 2: Discuss and agree condom use before you get stuck in.

Fig. 3: Remember, lube goes outside the entire condom.

Fig. 4: Use a new condom and apply more lube during extended sessions.

Fig. 5: Be prepared! Always carry condoms and lube, because you never know when you might get lucky.

Fig. 6: Discuss and agree condom use before you get stuck in.

Fig. 7: Remember, lube goes outside the entire condom.

Fig. 8: Use a new condom and apply more lube during extended sessions.
Queer in Eastern Europe
by John Murphy

Ah, what a wonderful world we gays and lesbians live in here in the UK! Every major town and city throughout the land offers us a choice of bars, clubs and gay-friendly restaurants and hotels (as well as magazines) are springing up all over the place. The summer, as always, sees a plethora of Pride marches as we celebrate our sexuality and – more importantly – debate the worth of them and their place in society.

But there is a world out there that is not quite so gay-friendly. Gays and lesbians in many Eastern European countries simply do not have these opportunities. The full of communism and the break down of the former Soviet Union has seen democracy granted - to some extent - to the people but unfortunately, it appears, only if they are heterosexual. Civil liberties and basic human rights are being denied to many gays and lesbians, and those who demand them face violence, intimidation and sometimes prison sentences.

On 27th May this year, protesters from around the world marched through the streets of Moscow in demand of equality for gay Muscovites and their right to hold a Gay Pride March. This was the second such demonstration that had taken place, and once again it descended into violence and mayhem as peaceful protesters were attacked by anti-gay extremists. The police were accused of doing nothing to protect them and when an Italian MP, Marco Cappato, demanded police protection it was it that got detained! British gay rights veteran Peter Tatchell was beaten and detained by police and "Right Said Fred" singer Richard Fairbrass also came under attack suffering head injuries.

Ironically, being gay or lesbian in Russia is not illegal and it was decriminalised in 1993 and an equal age of consent is also in existence. However there are no equality laws in place and over the last few years many gay bars and clubs have frequently come under attack culminating in many of them being closed down in May 2006 by anti-gay protesters, where yet again the police were accused of refusing to take any action against the protesters.

The Mayor of Moscow’s decision to ban Gay Pride marches was upheld by the courts and Russia’s Grand Mufti – the head of the Islamic community – stated that if gay rights protesters took to the streets they should be followed "any normal person would do that" he stated. Charming!!

But Russia is by no means the only such country, or indeed the worst. Gays and lesbians in Poland face a major dichotomy with thriving gay scenes on the one hand, a lively and thriving gay scene in many cities but on the other many government policies and the Catholic Church being vehemently opposed. This objection is currently reflected in Polish society where a staggering 89% of the population state they consider homosexuality an "abnormal activity!"

In 2004 and 2005, cities such as Warsaw and Krakow banned Gay Pride marches, and since the election of Warsaw's mayor Lech Kaczyński as President, many Western European countries have expressed their concern about the gay and lesbian community. Already the President has stated that he is not happy with gays becoming teachers and has voiced his opposition to gay and lesbian marriages calling them "unnatural". As in Russia, the difficulty with voicing opposition comes with the fact that homosexuality was decriminalised in 1932, although the protection of individuals on the grounds of sexuality was not added to the constitution after objections, once again, from the Catholic Church. Even more worrying plans are being put forward by the Polish government to introduce laws similar to our own infamous "Section 28" which would ban any discussions on homosexuality in the country's schools.

Needless to say this has been strongly backed once again by the Catholic Church!!

Latvia joined the EU in 2004 and was the only country within it without legislation specifically outlawing discrimination at work on the grounds of sexual orientation. Code unless protection for gays and Lesbians was added. Perhaps a sign of progress at last! I visited Riga, the Latvian capital, last year and the gay scene for LGBT is a gay pride twenty to thirty years behind their own. Riga is the only town in the country with a gay scene and there are very few public figures who are openly gay. Indeed many Latvians still live with beliefs from the Soviet past and refuse to accept homosexuality in themselves or others. Many still hold on to the Soviet opinion that homosexuality and paedophilia are linked phenomena - a belief that has been increasingly exploited by various religious leaders and politicians. A survey carried out in Dec 2006 found that within Latvia only 12% of Latvians supported same sex marriages and a mere 4% backed same sex couples’ rights to adopt. (Within the EU as a whole the figures are 44% and 32% respectively).

The European country with possibly the worst gay rights record however is Belarus where attitudes have refused to move on from its Soviet past. A recent survey found that 47% of the population thought that all homosexuals should be imprisoned and no laws to protect gays and lesbians have ever been passed – the only law which mention homosexuality are to prosecute and not to defend. The European country with possibly the worst gay rights record however is Belarus where attitudes have refused to move on from its Soviet past. A recent survey found that 47% of the population thought that all homosexuals should be imprisoned and no laws to protect gays and lesbians have ever been passed – the only law which mention homosexuality are to prosecute and not to defend.

In Moscow... British gay rights veteran Peter Tatchell was beaten and detained by police
capital Key to raise awareness about HIV/AIDS in a country in which it is

reported that there is one new case every ten minutes. Sadly his concert was cancelled and we don't want him promoting that kind of lifestyle here", said the leader of The Union Of Orthodox Citizens of Ukraine.

In the meantime let's celebrate what we do have in our own country. The next time we moan about our gay bars and clubs and what they offer shouldn’t we spare a thought and be thankful we do have them and can use them safely? Let's start to appreciate how lucky we are to have the choice about Gay Pride marches and rallies and be thankful that our country allows us the opportunity to take part in them or not!
Butch/Femme - Reclaiming Our Pride
by Jodie Fleming - dedicated to Dawn, my handsome Butch

Butches can’t even go to the toilet in a gay bar without being made to feel like freaks. Butch and femme women created a dynamic together which was passionate, alive and most of all proud. Now we have a generation of dykes emerging who are scared of the words, the whole concept of butch-femme is shrouded in shame and lesbians who do identify as such are scared to fully explore this dynamic. How did lesbians go from being more empowered and independent to enforcing andro as the norm?

Instead of being respected and revered for being a vital part of the origins of the gay liberation movement, life for a butch or a femme in the lesbian community now can be made impossible. Butches in particular can’t even go to the toilet in a gay bar without being made to feel like freaks. Butch and femme women created a dynamic together which was passionate, alive and most of all proud. Now we have a generation of dykes emerging who are scared of the words, the whole concept of butch-femme is shrouded in shame and lesbians who do identify as such are scared to fully explore this dynamic. How did lesbians go from being more empowered and independent to enforcing andro as the norm?
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Films to know about
by Malcolm Epstein

The coming months have two films with gay characters—one that treats them with respect and one that doesn’t. August brings us WHO WALKER (18) with Woody Harrelson known for playing rough diamonds, who privately has a wife and children, but here plays a sophisticated gay man very effectively. Wealthy American politicians with no interest in opera, ballet and their never-hustled are happy their women have a gay escort so they don’t have to worry about his sexual intentions. One afternoon a week, Woody plays cards with mature ladies including Lauren Bacall and Kristin Scott Thomas. They find him a constant amusement and are happy to know he has a boyfriend at home. Drama comes when he offers to drive Kristin to her next appointment and she rushes from the house to tell him the man, whom she later confesses is her lover, has been murdered.

Knowing if the wife of a prominent politician admits to having found a murdered man will cause endless press coverage Woody offers to tell the police and say he found him. The offbeat story holds interest.

A British comedy later in September DEATH AT A FUNTITAL (15) throws in everywhere that can go wrong as a funeral. A guest gives her nervous boyfriend a pill from a bottle marked Valium and when he begins acting strangely is told the bottle contains hallucinatory drugs. The man’s behaviour goes from bad to worse before he shocks the guests saying “He’s not dead in there, he’s alive.” Lurching across the coffin he knocks it on the floor and the body with it. Dragged away he locks himself in a bathroom and stripping naked climbs from the window on to the roof.

A miniscule man then confesses to the police he had been having an affair with their father as the year before he died and showed him the two of them together. If he is not paid £15,000 he tells them he will show the police the home video. They wrestle with him on the floor and tie him up amid screams. “He is having a fit.” They tell another guest who walks in who has happened to have found the Valium bottle and forces some pills into the little man’s mouth.

I was attracted to all this as the widow is played by the more neglected and charismatic actress in Britain, Jane Asher. She has played the lead in many London stage productions and has been disgracefully neglected by British film producers. Not that she is too worried, being happily married with grown up children and runs a successful wholesale and retail cake making company. Her first cake decorating book in 1982 was followed by many serious novels. What ever hysteria took place in this film I was happy to study Miss Asher. French plays written by MOLLEIRE (22a) in the 17th century are still being revived today. The good looking Romain Duris plays him in this version of his life as a struggling actor who begins writing plays to pay the rent when he is not stimulating local females. The costumes of the day are impressive as are the locations in ornate mansions. French director Alain Resnais is still making movies in his eighties and with PRIVATE FEARS IN PUBLIC PLACES (95) he chose to film a play by the British Alan Ayckbourn.

It covers the daily life of people in snow covered Paris. A Hollywood director went to India to make MARGOLOD (15) about a lovely American blonde, Ami Laster, who finds herself broke in Bombay. A top Hindi film star finds her irresistible and teaches her to dance so they can make a film together. He has been betrayed to a level girl from an early age and his father doesn’t approve of his new interest. The choreography and vast car scenes are a delight. If you have never seen an Indian film before as this is in English it is worth watching down early in August.

Later in the month TWO DAYS IN PARIS (95) is a good comedy about an American guy and his French wife who spend honeymoon time in Paris as her parents live there. The complain about the size of French condoms saying nobody is that small. The wife, Julie Delphy, waves, protests and directs it. The husband, Adam Goldberg, has also written film scripts. With these kinds of minds a brittle script is no surprise.

If you have nieces and nephews fond of animals you will be very popular taking them to FIREHOUSE DOGS (95). A lost dog wanders into a fire station to be befriended by the fire chief and his 12 year old son. I loved it.

CURRENT RELEASES

The younger generation may not have heard of the singer Edith Piaf and an ideal way to know why this Parisian and many other nationalities revered her so greatly is to see LA VIE EN ROSE (12a). Her life was tragic as her parents neglected her disgracefully and much of the time a brothel owner brought her up. Edith turned to drink and drugs at an early age and as a street singer she was finally noticed by a club owner who saw her great potential. Her life story is a carpeper and Marion Cotillard is that singer. There are those amongst us who have never seen an Indian film before as this is the royal employee who has the knack. The wife, Julie Delphy, waves, protests and directs it. The husband, Adam Goldberg, has also written film scripts. With these kinds of minds a brittle script is no surprise.

If you have nieces and nephews fond of animals you will be very popular taking them to FIREHOUSE DOGS (95). A lost dog wanders into a fire station to be befriended by the fire chief and his 12 year old son. I loved it.

Dvd world

How would the royal family react if a prince was gay? This is the theme of SUPERILLIANCE which shows how CCTV cameras can follow us most places. Director Paul Greengard held my constant interest wanting a stunning new face, Tom Harper, in the lead as a sports master at a public school who frequents gay clubs at the weekend. Simon Callow is the royal employee who has the knack. The wife, Julie Delphy, waves, protests and directs it. The husband, Adam Goldberg, has also written film scripts. With these kinds of minds a brittle script is no surprise. If you have nieces and nephews fond of animals you will be very popular taking them to FIREHOUSE DOGS (95). A lost dog wanders into a fire station to be befriended by the fire chief and his 12 year old son. I loved it.
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by Amjeed Kabil

Straightening Ali

I have in the past experienced racism by some elements of gay/LGBT community, but this can be said about the community in general. Sometimes this has been in the form of verbal abuse, but other times it has been in the form of physical violence. I have also heard some people say that they do not understand the experiences of those who are gay, and that they do not want to learn about them.

I have been to Edinburgh several times, and really love the city especially during the Fringe Festival. I will be going there again at the end of the year again but I really need to get to Glasgow at some point, and yes it would be great to have a local guide! This will be my first novel. It's about Ali Mirza, a young British born Pakistani man, whose family arrange for him to get married. However he is unhappy with this and runs away from his family. He then finds help and a new home. The story follows Ali as he grows and develops from a weak and vulnerable individual who can barely read and write to a strong and confident person who is able to survive some of the worst things that life throws his way. The story is quite humorous at times with some wonderful sentences, but there are sad and poignant moments such as Ali's wedding night when his wife Sajda wants a physical relationship.

by Bob Mizer

The family's reaction in the novel to Ali's sexuality is typical of how some British-Pakistani families might react. In the novel Ali's family are reacting to something that they cannot understand. Sometimes this can bring out the worst in people. I think that I have portrayed elements of Pakistani culture in a fair and accurate manner. I am unsure whether I have portrayed elements of Pakistani culture in any negative way. What I have done is written a story that is true to life. The story is about how Ali's struggle to understand himself and to come out of the closet. The story is about how Ali's family try to often protect themselves from this by forcing the child into an arranged marriage. It is a story of love and loss, of joy and sorrow.

by Josh Kimer-Purcell

Any plans to visit Scotland? We'd love to have you around.

by Dan Kelly

Any plans to visit Scotland? We'd love to have you around.

by dirk kriete

This is the second book of my holiday reading list and I must say it was another well chosen tale. It's a Sci-Fi with a touch of the gothic horror. I was riveted from the first to the last page. It's one of the most carefully crafted and well put together books I have read in a long time. It's a true delight to read and I highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys Sci-Fi. This is a tour de force and one of the best books I have read this year. It's a story about a group of friends who are stranded on a space station and must find a way to escape before the ship explodes. It's a story about love, loss, and the human spirit. It's a story about the power of love and how it can overcome even the greatest obstacles. It's a story about the power of imagination and how it can create worlds that are both beautiful and terrifying. It's a story about the human condition and the many ways in which we can connect with each other. It's a story about the power of the written word and how it can move us in ways that we cannot always understand. It's a story about the power of the imagination and how it can create new worlds and new possibilities. It's a story about the power of love and how it can overcome even the greatest obstacles. It's a story about the power of imagination and how it can create worlds that are both beautiful and terrifying. It's a story about the human condition and the many ways in which we can connect with each other. It's a story about the power of the written word and how it can move us in ways that we cannot always understand. It's a story about the power of the imagination and how it can create new worlds and new possibilities. It's a story about the power of love and how it can overcome even the greatest obstacles. It's a story about the power of imagination and how it can create worlds that are both beautiful and terrifying. It's a story about the human condition and the many ways in which we can connect with each other. It's a story about the power of the written word and how it can move us in ways that we cannot always understand. It's a story about the power of the imagination and how it can create new worlds and new possibilities.
Ten things to do

In no particular order...

1. Feel welcome in the Highlands of Scotland - Faitte gu Gaidhealtachd na h-Alba
   Latitudes at the Swanson Gallery, Highlands
   From Sat 14th Jul
   highland.gov.uk/leisure/arts/artgalleries/swansongallery
   The Scottish Highlands - the most beautiful green in the world. The extent to which the LGBT community is "welcome" is questionable, but there is still much that the area has to offer in addition to the beautiful scenery. Latitudes at the Swanson Gallery, is a case in point. It will feature new art from no less than fourteen recent Highland arts graduates. Billed as an eclectic and challenging set of work, it aims to showcase the diversity and vibrancy of the Highlands most contemporary artists. "Diversity" - that's the ticket...

2. Celebrate Harry Potter
   The book, the film, the man. Mon 2nd Jul for the book
   Schussing Harry Potter
   The 7th and final book in J.K. Rowling’s phenomenally successful Harry Potter series is to be published at last. The 5th Harry Potter film is out a week earlier.

3. Remove your top at Utter Gutter
   Classic Grand, Glasgow
   Sat 14th Jul
   Studio 24, Edinburgh
   Fri 27th Jul
   uttergutter.com
   The best club night since JOY’s heyday. For girls and boys that just don’t give a shit.

4. Drink too much with the Lesbian & Gay Real Ale Drinkers
   The Regent, Edinburgh
   Mon 2nd Jul
   lagrad.org.uk
   Camp it up with your fellow queers and drink real ale. Their monthly ‘imbibeto’ at the Regent in Edinburgh reminds us lagerholics just how wrong we are. Wrong. But thin.

5. Laugh out loud at Janey Godley & Craig Hill
   Palace Green, Kilmarnock
   Fri 27th & Sat 28th Jul
   palacetheatre.biz
   Two of the funniest Scottish comics around perform sneak previews of their Edinburgh Fringe shows for your pleasure. Simply go to the Palace Green in Kilmarnock with your ticket purchased for seven and a half quid and laugh your head off.

6. Adopt a duck for the Glasgow Duck Race
   Clyde Arc Bridge, Glasgow
   Sun 15th Jul
   glasgoweduckrace.org
   The Glasgow River Festival culminates with the inaugural Glasgow Duck Race. Adopt a duck for a fiver, then turn up at Clyde Arc Bridge at 3.30pm to watch "um get dropped in the river and race each other. You couldn’t make this up. ‘It’s all for kids charities,” says the friendly Duck Race rep, “so why not?’ Indeed.

7. Join a Burlesque Workshop
   Club Noir, Glasgow
   Sat 14th Jul
   clubnoir.co.uk
   Learn the art of a burlesque performer. From stage presence to costumes, tassel-twirling, girlie tricks and choreography. It’s all here. Nice.

8. Debate Politics
   Central London
   Thu 5th-Mon 9th Jul
   marxismfestival.org.uk
   Moazzam Begg was held at Guantanamo Bay for three years. He tells his story during Marxism 2007, the yearly left ‘festival of resistance’. Also appearing is comedian Mark Thomas, politicians Tony Benn and Gorgeous George Galloway, singer Billy Bragg and cartoonist Steve Bell. Of LGBT interest debates include The roots of gay oppression - an illustrated talk with Hannah De; 40 years since gay sex was legalised - how do we make freedom real? with Noel Halifax and The fight for gay liberation in the Middle East with Jinan Coulter.

9. Witness Jools & Lulu - Live on the Lawn
   Some Palaces, Perth
   Fri 27th Jul
   liveonthelawn.co.uk
   Our own Scottish gay icon, Lulu, will join Jools Holland and his Rhythm & Blues Orchestra on their only Scottish summer tour date in 2007.

10. Enjoy Dr Who & Charlie Ross
    Delmonica’s, Glasgow
    Sat 30th Jun
    myspace.com/delmonicas
    The season finale of Doctor Who in a gay bar. Where else? Join ScotsGay at the Del’s Party from 6.30pm with our own Charlie Ross hosting a quiz - with lots of Who related prizes. Then watch Last of Timelords. Will the Doctor survive against his greatest enemy yet?
Tony Blair’s beloveds are at it again! I read that Cardinal Keith O’Brien, head of the Catholic Church in Scotland, says, “It is an unspeakable crime... I urge all politicians to have no truck with the evil trade of abortion. It is the equivalent of... two Dunblane massacres a day.”

The leaders of the Roman Imperial Church in Cardiff and London immediately jumped on this bandwagon. What do these men think about miscarriages which are said to be anything up to 20% of pregnancies? These occur because of various problems in mother and/or foetus. But each miscarriage represents the loss of a potential human being. Could it be that God is the greatest abortionist of them all?

Fundamentalist Christians also oppose stem cell research, with terrible consequences for scientific research in today’s USA. Thousands are and will suffer agonies and terrible deaths which would have been avoidable had the relevant research been allowed to go ahead. Will the religious leaders think that the suffering is “good” for the victims? Since many of the religious leaders will believe that many of the sufferers are sinners who will endure eternal torment in hell anyway, they can’t think that present suffering will do them much good. What a sick and perverted way of thinking! And these people have so much respect and power in our society.

And Tony Blair is seeing the Pope and converting... Just what does the Pope think of the legislation Tony supports on abortion, divorce, gay rights, sex education etc? Will Tony receive a lecture? Is there anything schizophrenic about the split between Tony’s socio-political and his religious beliefs? Would he support gay law reforms post-conversion? And what effect will it have on our society that Cardinal Blair is giving way to Dominie Brown?

Between showers, I have been enjoying the rallies and dives of a number of stunning men performing at the Nottingham Tennis Open, a lead-in to Wimbledon. Andy Murray has not been here, but his brother Jamie has been having some doubles success. “When I saw 6-10” boo Karlovic opposing 6-8” Juan Martin del Potro I thought I had become a Lilliputian! However, it did occur to me that amongst the scores of fine players there must be some of my own sexual inclination. We all know about the famous lesbian players - Martina, etc - but could it be that the guys are still advised to be closeted?

There are large numbers of lesbian tennis supporters, and maybe this makes it easier for the stars. Maybe the men fear a loss of sponsorship and commercial disadvantage. Whatever the reason, instead of looking at the biographies and wondering, it would be nice to know. Perhaps the establishment of a gay tennis supporters association would help. (Does anyone know of one?)

However, I was interested to read this in the Nottingham Open Guide about Dmitry Tursunov, the Russian who put Tim Henman out in a tight second-round three-setter. “According to his ATP biography, his favourite hobbies include knitting and collecting walnut shells. In his spare time he says he likes to, ‘catch up on the latest figure skating or listen to Jean Michel Jarre and Barbara Streisand.’ He is 6’6”in, 24, a strong handsome guy with curly strawberry blond hair.” Hmmmm. Sounds like he’d be a really interesting man to have a conversation with, anyway.
Jamaican singers agree to halt anti-gay music

Top Jamaican reggae-dancehall singers Beenie Man, Sizzla, and Capleton have signed an agreement to stop bashing gay causes in their music.

Under the Reggae Compassionate Act, written by reggae promoters working with activists from the international Stop Murder Music campaign, the three performers will not release any new anti-gay songs or re-release or perform their older gay-bashing material.

The document states, in part: “There’s no space in the music community for hatred and prejudice, including no place for racism, violence, sexism, or homophobia. We agree to not make statements or perform songs that incite hatred or violence against anyone from any community.”

Stop Murder Music’s campaign has resulted in the cancellation in several countries of concerts by the three singers and fellow gay-bashing dancehall singers Elephant Man, TOK, Bounty Killa, Vybz Kartel, and Buju Banton, who have also signed the agreement. Some of the singers also have lost sponsorship deals because of the campaign’s initiatives.

“This deal will have a huge, positive impact in Jamaica and the Caribbean,” said activist Peter Tatchell, who coordinates the campaign from London. “Having these major reggae stars renounce homophobia will influence their fans and the wider public to rethink belligerent attitudes. The beneficial effect on young black straight men will be immense.”

Gareth Williams, co-chair of the Kingston-based Jamaican Forum for Lesbians, All-Sexuals and Gays, said he hoped the singers who signed the pledge meant it.

“We hope it is not commercially motivated by the singers’ desire to maintain their concert revenues, but a sincere commitment that will encourage an end to homophobic violence,” Williams said.

Colombia passes partnership law then kills it

Colombia’s Congress passed then killed a same-sex partnership bill in June. President Álvaro Uribe, a conservative Catholic, had promised to sign it into law.

The measure passed the House of Representatives by a 62-45 vote on 14th Jun, and had passed the Senate in Apr. It granted spousal rights in the areas of social security, health insurance and inheritance to same-sex couples who have been together at least two years.

But later, in a vote to reconcile the House and Senate versions of the bill, four senators from Uribe’s La U party broke ranks and opposed merging the bills, thereby killing the measure.

The project’s sponsor, Sen. Armando Benedetti, was furious and demanded that the turncoats be expelled from the party. Although a small number of Latin American countries and states or provinces have passed gay partnership laws, Colombia was the first Latin American nation to do so.

Half of Irish gays, lesbians not out at work

Irish gays and lesbians are more out to friends and family than they are to coworkers, a Gay Community News/Out Now poll has found.

The survey of 3,900 GDN readers found that 79 percent are out to friends, 60 percent are out to family, but only half are fully out at work.

Other findings included: 10 percent of the respondents have children, 10 percent of couples have gone to another country to get married or register a civil union, and 50 percent of couples would formalise their partnership in Ireland if it were allowed.

Cuba considers same-sex partnership rights

Cuba’s National Center for Sex Education (CENSEX) and the Federation of Cuban Women have drafted a same-sex partnership bill and submitted it to the Political Bureau of the Communist Party Central Committee.

“One can’t guarantee that it will reach Parliament this year,” CENSEX director Maritza Castro told Inter Press Service: “That is our hope, but it does not depend on us, and of course, it is facing a great deal of resistance.”

The proposal would extend spousal rights to same-sex couples in inheritance, housing, adoption and other areas.

Cuba’s director of Raúl Castro, the nation’s current acting president, said that 79 percent are out to friends, 60 percent are out to family, but only half are fully out at work.

Skinheads attack Chilean gay group’s Web site

Self-identified skinheads hacked the Web site of Chile’s leading gay group twice in June.

The hackers changed the site’s monthly survey to include rude sexual questions and rewrite news headlines, according to the Santiago Times.

They posted a note which read: “We meet in the plaza near 36 Santa Rosa. We don’t support anyone that isn’t natural.”

The same people apparently also sent threatening e-mails to the organization, the Movement for Homosexual Integration and Liberation, or MOVILH, and to the Santiago Times.

Our received by the newspaper said: “Five and last warning. We fight against dangerous scum: MOVILH. First the hacking, next the theft of [MOVILH’s] database. Now comes the best part. We’re going to turn everything on its head in the Plaza de Armas. Faggots dressed as women dancing in front of children are dangerous. They can kiss and fuck if they want to, but they shouldn’t confuse men for women.”

MOVILH leader Rolando Jiménez commented, “A group of skinheads? They’re not going to intimidate us”.

The Thebans: An International and Personal Success

At the end of May the Thebans participated in the Union Cup, a European Gay rugby tournament that took place in Copenhagen. We played against teams from places like Sweden and Amsterdam and even got to show our brother UK teams what the Thebans are made of. And on the eve of our Fifth Year Anniversary we walked away with the bronze medal in our division (7s). Some mauls or not, we take part in all of our ups and downs.

And for me it was a monumental achievement. For as long as I can remember, I’ve always been too slow, too big, too small, or just too scared to be of use in any sport. I’ve been on winning teams to fill a quota and to feel my parents’ illusions that their kid was at least a little bunt. But this was the first time in my life that I felt like I’d actually achieved something and had been part of a team. And, this wasn’t due to just my own abilities, but also to the people you meet make it even better. If you want to get in touch with any questions or for more information feel free.

Jodie Fleming
Joe Hill
Emma Little
Dave Patterson
Stef Karpa
Martin Walker
& members of BiScotland

I moved to this country in 2005, and have had one big transition, disappointment, and personal revelation after another. And in 2006 at Pride Scotia in Glasgow, I very vividly remember meeting someone special and feeling good about what I can do, gay or not. The inherent physical benefits of sport is just icing on the cake. I moved to this country in 2005, and have had one big transition, disappointment, and personal revelation after another. And in 2006 at Pride Scotia in Glasgow, I very vividly remember meeting someone special and feeling good about what I can do, gay or not. The inherent physical benefits of sport is just icing on the cake.
Glasgow

Let’s start with the news that Vivid Youth is one of the very few groups to be picked to open Parliament on Sat 30th Jun. A picnic will be held in the park opposite if you fancy a nibble. The group is going from strength to strength in the Centre on a Tue and Wed night, although there have been a few numbers of discontent since the group split into smaller age-groups. Vivid monthly – for the recent West End festival, and were then seen at Pride. If you want to know more, pay a wee visit to their website glasgay.org.uk

OurScot Scotland has landed a major coup! They will be featured in the Kelvingrove for next year’s LGBT history month (Feb 2008). The next meeting is Thu 20th Jul at the Modern Art Museum. If you have anything you would like to contribute, then please come along! At the moment the group is looking for anything LGB and most of all T. The group had a great evening making masks on Fri 22nd Jun, and intend using some of the art work in the exhibitions. If you have anything to contribute, big or small, pop along. Truly this lot have done extraordinary things since forming back in 2003, a spirited voluntary group with everyone giving their time freely. It welcomes everyone, and includes all age ranges from teenagers to those that wee bit older.

The Bears meeting in the Revolver is still going well but it is a wee bit small! Every second Fri the Bears meet at the Revolver, so calling all bears to join the group! And we still have Burly on Fri 6th July in the Arches with DJ Mishka.

Bennets has a new night on Wed called ‘High Maintenance’. They are also holding the ‘Mr Gay’ heat on Fri 29th Jun. This has become something of an event in the city and is always a laugh! I am pleased, however, to see more of a ‘burry’ feel in recent years than the pretty boy stuff. It’s a big scene – let’s make it a bit more diverse I say!

And the Womens Library? I’m sure you heard about the ‘Heritage Walk’ on 9th and 23rd Jun: it was open to all and was very successful. Now they are hosting a planting workshop which is lead by Heidi Quinn (Wed 27th Jun at 2pm for 10 weeks). This workshop is to show you how to make and design a garden. I’m so pleased that the move has been so successful and that they continue their wonderful and inspiring work. Always fresh and inventive, and has a way of grasping the imagination.

Gay Men’s Health are having a re-launch and are interested in volunteers for their Glasgow office (Tel: 0141-552 0112). The group has building numbers recently, and as well as doing scene work they have future plans for saunas too.

Paul Ryding’s work ‘Hard Pencil’ is still in the Arches till Tue 17th Jul; this is his second solo done specifically for the Arches. Check out his website: paulryding.com

Another must-see exhibition is Jimi Rae’s wonderful ‘Seed of Hope’ (15th Jul-14th Aug): This is a mixture of docu-style photography and portraiture, showing images taken in Nairobi in a recent trip with ‘Fair Trade’. Some images are harrowing, and others convey faces full of hope. Check out the web at jimirae.com for more information. These beautiful images touch the heart.

Well, that’s me until our next is a mixture of docu-style photography and portraiture, showing images taken in Nairobi in a recent trip with ‘Fair Trade’. Some images are harrowing, and others convey faces full of hope. Check out the web at jimirae.com for more information. These beautiful images touch the heart.

Well, that’s me until our next time together!
What a fantastic Pride we were lucky to enjoy! I felt so proud and honoured to be a part of it. The speakers were a great motivation prior to marching, and particularly poignant was the reference to how many of our fellow LGBTQI people in other countries were not afforded the luxury of being able to safely march. Onto Pilton Park, and the Pride Committee really did us proud. So many tents with a variety of stalls, demonstrating just how diverse our community has become. The beer tent was fantastic, and of course best of all – so many toilets. I was soooooo relieved!

CC Blooms have to be awarded some kind of ‘best dressed venue’ prize for their amazing display for Pride weekend! They’ve created an impressive marquee-like structure around their entrance, with hundreds of bright rainbow coloured balloons. Deep Blue’s weekly women’s night, Blue Mondays, is going down a treat so far, with resident DJs Random and Leatherface plus guests entertaining the ladies. This is of course a spin-off from the Mother of all women’s nights, Velvet, which is hosted 3rd Sat of the month at Studio 24. Always going one better than last time, Velvet have become renowned for their fantastic entertainment which keeps them one step ahead of the competition during their hits at, and July will not disappoint! On 21st Jul, Velvet are holding a Drag King Workshop, with top tips and demos on how we women can drag it up just as good as the boys! This month sees the start of another new club night, Scum, held at the Clarendon Bar on the last Thu of the month (20th July). From 9pm til late, DJs Calvin, Leatherface (Velvet, Blue Mondays) and guests will be spinning the best of old and new punk, rock and metal classics. And a big wool woof to the very sexy foot worship flyer!

Velvet
Women’s Night Club for Girls
Studio 24, top floor, 24 Calton Road, Edinburgh

Open Day
28th of July 12-4

Social Drop-In
Mondays, 6.30 - 8.30pm

Information Drop-In
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 6.30-7.30pm

www.lgbthealth.org.uk
9 Howe Street, Edinburgh
EH6 5EF
0131 523 1100

LGBT Youth were a big presence at Pride, both during the march with their attractive banner and later on at Pilton Park. There were all sorts of fun activities going on inside the Youth Tent, including face painting. Not to mention the ‘Petting Corner’ – now I’m sure I wasn’t the only one to spit a chuckle over this! LGBT Youth recruited new members to Fusion, who meet weekly and are involved in a variety of different projects and activities.

LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing used Pride as a launching pad for their exciting new ‘Your Mind Matters’ programme of mental health workshops and seminars, all free and intending to raise awareness and provide skills self esteem and exploration of recovery. Subjects include Managing Conflict & Stressful Situations, Crisis Planning, Talking About Self Harm, Food & Mood, Suicide, Sex and Spirituality. With such an abundance of topics, there is sure to be something to suit you! This exciting programme will run from Sep 19th Dec ‘07 – for more info check out www.lgbtmindmatters.org.uk
Also launched by the LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing was the re-vamped version of their newsletter, Village Voices, in a trendy new magazine format. This new community mag features to date news, events and a group directory. A big well done to all the volunteers involved, and in particular Johanna the laptop genius, for her motivation and dedication to the cause!

And lastly, the Metropolitan Community Church are raising awareness of their worldwide movement of LGBT churches. A place to explore spirituality, faith and justice, check them out at the Augustine United Church on George IV Bridge every Sun at the very convenient time of 6pm... it won’t interfere with Sat night’s hangover!!

Edinburgh
dun eideann
Jodie Fleming

Web: www.scotsgay.co.uk
E-mail: jodie@scotsgay.co.uk
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And lastly, the Metropolitan Community Church are raising awareness of their worldwide movement of LGBT churches. A place to explore spirituality, faith and justice, check them out at the Augustine United Church on George IV Bridge every Sun at the very convenient time of 6pm... it won’t interfere with Sat night’s hangover!!
Hello everyone! What a busy time we’ve had up here in the granite gay scene. We kicked off the month of Jun with our annual gay pride weekend, which was a huge success! The Freemasons went down a treat; their stomping tunes and the thrill of the massive foam cannon, with the added chemistry between them and resident Friday night DJ Gary Noble making for a fabulous night had by all.

Sat was a record night for Club Foundation, with performances by Aberdeen singer Laura Henny and of course I was performing with my glamorous lustettes. To see our performance go to Web: http://lexi@scotsgay.co.uk

The only disappointment I had about our pride was the performance by X Factor “stars” Eton Road! Not only did they only do 20 minutes of their half hour set, they also sang the same song twice! Which wasn’t even good the first time!!

However they were lovely boys who seemed to enjoy their time in the VIP lounge with me and my lustettes and I must say they were very easy on the eye.

This month sees the opening of new gay venue Teasers, situated above Cheerz on Hadden street. Yes that’s right folks, the old strip joint has gone gay, with strippers for both lesbians and horny homos alike! Cheerz will also be providing its usual entertainment with its quiz every Thur hosted by Miss Romy, and the fabulous disco bus on a Fri!

Foundation has also freshened up its entertainment schedule with a Retro Night on Mon, with yours truly and Cheese Master DJ Stuart Jolly. Tue nights have now gone indie, where you won’t find a sequin in sight! Wed nights see the return of renowned Shagtag Screen, and Thu nights are all the hits from the 90’s to today with DJ Andy. I return to perform with Gary Noble on a Fri with comedy, sing song and all the hilarity that entails from 10pm, then Gary bangs out the floor fillers from midnight. Discobus return for the infamous Sat nights, and finally we finish the week with the ever fabulous Sarah Diva on a Sun.

For all you people out there who like a little break from the wild gay scene and want a little bit more sophistication and glamour, me and my lustettes perform our monthly gig at Club Sapphire located on Shiprow, which also features a popular Burlesque night on the last Sat of every month.

Wellmans Sauna is also going strong, with its handy facilities and laid back environment making it a very discreet and enjoyable experience. You’ll find the sauna on Holburn Street across from the Talisman Building.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for the support they gave me and my lustettes during our performance at Pride in Aberdeen 2007 - you know who you are-

Much Love, Lexi.

Andi Watson
Web: g-zone.co.uk/aberdeen
E-mail: andi@g-zone.co.uk
ScotsGay 29 28 ScotsGay
Beth Robinson
E-mail: beth@scotsgay.co.uk
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DUMFRIES
DUMFRIES LGBT CENTRE*
26 Brewery Street. Tel: (01387) 739888. Mon 9am-5pm, Tue-Wed 9am-5pm and 7-9pm, Thu 9am-5pm, Fri 9am-5pm, 6-9.30pm. Newly opened.
MIXED BAG
Birkhill Hotel, 16 St Mary's Street (Lockerbie Road). Tel: (01387) 739888. 9pm-2am. Last Fri of each month. Next dates: Fri 29th Jun, Fri 27th Jul. Monthly clubnight for LGBT people and their friends from Dumfries & Galloway.
E-mail: mixed_bag@hotmail.co.uk Web: myspace.com/mixed_bag_dg
DUNDEE
BROOKLYN’S BAR* 2 St Andrew’s Lane. Tel: (01382) 200660. 3pm-Midnight. Well-appointed LGBT bar next door to OUT. Karaoke: Wed, Fri & Sun. DJ: Sat.
DOUBLY DISCREET*
38 Albert Street. Tel: (01382) 809080. Mon-Wed, Fri 10am-6pm, Thu 10am-8pm, Sat 10am-5pm, First Wed of each month ... services such as gender friendly beauticians, photographers and offer a personal shopping service. Web: doubly_discreet.com
THE GAUGER*
75-79 Seagate. Tel: (01382) 226840. Sun 12.30pm-Midnight, Mon-Sat 11am-Midnight. LGBT-friendly bar with free disco Fri & Sat 8pm-Midnight. Free use of premises for pre-booked groups.
OUT*
124 Seagate. Tel: (01382) 200660. Wed-Sun 11pm-2.30am. Good atmosphere, very popular disco with wide selection of sounds from chart to r’n’b, house, pop and dance. DJs: Thu, Fri, Sat. Under new management. Previously known as Liberties although everyone just calls it The Club. Student discount.
ROASTERS COFFEE HOUSE*
218 Blackness Road. Tel: Dundee (01382) 646648. Sun 11am-3pm, Mon-Fri 8am-6pm, Sat 8am-5pm. LGBT-friendly café which can be hired out in the evenings for organisations who want somewhere small and quiet to meet. Web: roasters-coffeehouse.co.uk
STIRLING
STRATHYRE
MUNRO INN* Strathyre, Callander. Tel: Strathyre (01877) 384333. Fax: Strathyre (01877) 384263. Sun-Thu 8am-Midnight, Fri-Sat 8am-1am. LGBT-friendly bar and hotel. Sunday roast.
E-mail: bookings@munro-inn.com Web: munro-inn.com
So… I am somewhere between Pride Scotia and London Pride, and it’s a mighty fine - albeit hung-over - place to be! With Pride season kicking off in Edinburgh, I’ve hired my kilt already! But Dundee isn’t letting you down this month with plenty going on between Prides and holidays.
The Gauger - I am pleased to tell you they were involved in the Dundee Blues Bonanza again this year. For those not aware, The Gauger was called upon last year at the last minute, after another venue let them down. If you like live music and a bit of fun, the Blues Bonanza is a great weekend. It’s held on the first weekend in July. The Gauger has bands on all day on the Sat, with Mr. Spider on at 2.30pm, Blue to the Bone at 6pm and Crossfire at 10pm. For more information on Dundee’s Blues Bonanza go to their website at dundee bluesbonanza.co.uk. The Gauger will also have a band on the last Sat of the month - 29th Jul. And if you like your music a bit more cheerful, The Gauger has Karaoke every Wed and Sun evening, with a karaoke competition on 1st Jul. Ross is still providing your fix of cheese and pop every Fri and Sat night.
Brooklyn’s is open 7 nights a week from 5pm till Midnight, with karaoke on every Wed, Fri and Sun. DJ every Sat night playing a mix of old and new, and Miss Ally DJ-ing every 2nd Sat. There are drink promos every night until 9pm, and free pool between 5pm and 9pm.
OUT is all go this month, especially for all you hunky men as the Mr. Gay UK Dundee Heats are being held on 6th Jul. All you have to do is enter is go along and fill in an entry form and hand it into one of the Mr Gay UK staff.
OUT is getting us all in the summer mood this month with DJ Dean playing all your requests and plenty of cheese on Sat nights. And with loads of drinks on offer and cheap entry, you can’t go wrong! DJ Jamie is there to start and finish your weekends playing Fri and Sun nights, with her mix of dance and requests. And for all you mid-week drinkers, OUT is open every Wed and Thu so celebrate the Dundee Fortnight in style and go to OUT every night!!!
Diversitay went over to Pride Scotia, where they were representing Tayside. Diversitay’s social evening is held first Wed of the month in Braes, from 6pm and 7.30pm. They would like to apologise to those who came to the last one and were over-run by Scottish Football supporters! Diversitay are this summer trying out different venues for the social evenings, with the Aug social evening taking place in Nacey Parks. The Diversitay newsletter is now out and can be picked up in all the normal venues, plus Grouchos, local colleges, volunteer centre and hospitals.
And finally from Diversitay a big thank you to all those who have joined their Bebo Website, so far it is going really well and is updated frequently. From their page you can also reach Brooklyn’s and OUT’s pages which will also keep you up to date with goings on. Check out Web: bebo.com/diversitaylgbt
Remember that the main role that Diversitay plays in Tayside is their phone line - Dundee (01382) 202620 - which is open between 7pm and 9pm every Mon evening.
DCA is playing host to the “London Lesbian and Gay Festival on Tour”, with films being shown over the last week in Jun and first week in Jul, including The Blossoming of Maximo Oliveros (pictured) - Wed 27th Jun at 6pm. Puccini for Beginners - Fri 29th Jun at 6pm. Tick Tock Lullaby - Sat 30th June at 3pm. And 4.30pm - Sunday 1st July at 3pm. Pop into the DCA and pick up a cinema guide for more details.
FILRE: The Blossoming of Maximo Oliveros.
*denotes ScotsGay available
Lynsey and Jessica would like to announce their engagement. Lynsey proposed to Jessica on Gay Pride day, who was delighted to accept. They already have a kitten ‘Elvis’ together. The three of them hope to move to Edinburgh soon.

I have to study in Scotland and I’m looking for a strict Tutor/Guy In Fife.

Seeking salespeople for Spanish property shows in Glasgow. Photographer needs cute, fit, smooth, boyish lads aged 18-22 to pose in video shoots for publication on adult websites. Minimum age 18. More information at Web: scotmalez.com E-mail: models@scotmalez.com or simply contact Billy on 07918 602898.

Relaxed Fit / Fife 6’2”, 42, works over the weekend, looking to make new friends. In the comfort of your own home. Please get in touch. Box 72001.

Sensual, friendly, head to toe oil massage. Slim, toned, experienced Australian bloke. Available everyday 9am to 8pm. £20 for 30 minutes. Call Stuart 07952 110823.

Photoshoots for adult websites. Male and female models needed. Please get in touch. Box 72003.

Let Me Squeeze Your Spots. Spotty face? Blackheads? If you’re under 26, let me squeeze them for you. And then I can squeeze your other bits too! A face photo would be great. Box 72008.

Looking For A Friend. 29, smooth, slim and toned body. Great abdominal muscles, use me for the purpose of your desire. Call Stuart 07952 110823.

WANTED: Men Of Colour. Various toys most welcome. Box 72010.


Make to Male Massage Enjoy a stress relieving and soothing full body massage with oils. Forte’s Call me at Bill on (0571) 830541.

Workaholic Seeks Friends. Edinburgh City Centre. For long and short stays – Portgower/Helmsdale/Southland. 2 double bedrooms and all other facilities. Terms apply. Tel: Murdo (01463) 229662.

Back RUBS

Edinburgh Male Life Model 25, 6’2”, 185 lbs, tan, black headed. Good abdominal muscles, see me for the purpose of your desire. Call Stuart 0791052 7704.

House To Let For Holidays. For long and short stays – Portgovernor/Hildall/Hayfield. 2 double bedrooms and all other facilities. Terms apply. Tel. Mondays (01455) 229682 (04).


Therapist/Therapists, Indian, Thai, Thai girls, psychic readings and full energy readings. Peta welcome. Natural Reader, with fantastic abilities and advice. They always keep a smile on their face when they help people. Call Tal on 07330 331740 for stress and appointments.

WHERE TO STAY

WHERE TO STAY

Three gay hotels in the North West Highlands, with spectacular views. All rooms are serviced with ensuite facilities. Ideal for walking, cycling or touring. Call Merv and Marion. Tel: 01320 340556. Web: bookdirect@bedandbreakfastglenmoriston.co.uk


Aerobic, Edinburgh. 36, works with his young man and women, very hung. Call Stuart 07952 110823.

Workaholic Seeks Friends. 41 year old guy. Wants regular fun. Can accommodate or travel. Box 72019.

Let’s Meet Your Spots. Spotty face? Blackheads? If you’re under 26, let me squeeze them for you. And then I can squeeze your other bits too! A face photo would be great. Box 72008.

Phone Sex. Gay male. Call Stuart 07952 110823.

Male to Male Massage Enjoy a stress relieving and soothing full body massage with oils. Forte’s Call me at Bill on (0571) 830541.

Looking For A Friend. 29, smooth, slim and toned body. Great abdominal muscles, use me for the purpose of your desire. Call Stuart 07952 110823.

Phone Sex. Gay male. Call Stuart 07952 110823.

To reply to a contact ad, just post your reply in an envelope with the box number written in the TCP/FORTH corner and place the envelope with your reply inside another envelope with two loose first class stamps. If you are replying by IRC (Internet Relay Chat) you can use IRC Reply Invitations. Requested IRC Reply Invitations are Copies From Posts Offices throughout the world. We are unable to send replies without postage stamps or IRCs.

Send all replies to: ScotsGay, PO Box 667, Edinburgh EH7 4YW.
Submissive Skinhead
27 year old Dundee guy who can travel in T/I, with a zero-crop skinhead and shaved eyebrows. He is a submissive slave and is looking for 2 active, dominant tops under 55 years old who are interested in controlling and humiliating him. "So come on back - i am waiting .." Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6865.

Tawo For Thought
Edinburgh guy offers firm discipline, barefoot, tandem and spanking. "Same guy as before for an appointment" Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6866.

Aberdeen Area
You 40 year old master is looking for a slave for Leather and Rubber action. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6722.

Whipping In Shorts And Plissiots
Edinburgh or Aberdeen. 45 year old slave guy for boys wanting in shorts and plissiots please reply soon! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6867.

Touch Through Tights Plus massage. It's the first! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6865.

Central Belt
"Police, army, military men interested in traditional discipline contact mature gents from Glasgow. Can Accommodate. Complete discretion." Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6861.

Skinhead Chase
27 year old Dundee skinhead who can travel. He is a submissive slave and is looking for 2 active, dominant tops under 55 years old who are interested in controlling and humiliating him. "So come on back - i am waiting .." Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6865.

Seeks Older
50 year old, 5'4" tall, quite attractive TV is seeking sub-male or female who likes nylon. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6871.

Rubber And Leather
Jock is 47 years old, lives in Central Edinburgh. 5'9" tall and rugged. "I am into rubber, leather, military wear, barefoot - i want to be controlled and interested, get back!" Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6869.

Seeks Older
34 year old slave guy is looking for older gents, 55+ in the Aberdeen area. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6812.

Profe 5 Slick
Aberdeen area 30 year old looking for dominant gents 40+. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5431.

Green Flash
40 year old from Aberdeen is looking for others who are into juggling balls buttons, some leather boots and Green Flash hair marrs. "If you would like to have a talk, i will get back to you if you are interested as possible. I can travel as far as Edinburgh or Inverness. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6759.

Welles And Makers
Abandoned, Dundee. 49 year old seeks others into wellies and waders Can Travel. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6873.

Friends In Aberdeen
Aberdeen guy 40's looking for other guys for fun and friendship, various interests. "Please reply as soon as possible." Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6872.

Balling
North East Scotland looking for genuine, relaxed, friendly toger to give me the bit. "I have been given the bit before and am looking to make new contact." Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6873.

Aberdeen Area
Scarff 40 year old who is into Converse baseball boots and Green Flash trainers says: "Would Scott from Edinburgh please call again?" Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6874.

Green Flash
40 year old from Aberdeen is looking for others who are into juggling balls buttons, some leather boots and Green Flash hair marrs. "If you would like to have a talk, i will get back to you if you are interested as possible. I can travel as far as Edinburgh or Inverness. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6759.

Seeks Older
34 year old from Aberdeen looking for a master. "I will do anything my master wishes" Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5431.

Open To Everyone
We'll not only print your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for phone callers to: 09068 556612.

It's COMPLETELY FREE to place your ad by phone on 0800 138 4 1-2-1.

We're not only printing your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for phone callers to: 09068 556612.

Call to 09068 numbers cost 66p per minute at all times. Conditions of service: All participants must be 18 or over. The number at the end of the ad.

We'll not only print your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for phone callers to: 09068 556612.

Call 0800 138 4 1-2-1.

PERSON to PERSON for ONE TO ONE

We'll not only print your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for phone callers to: 09068 556612.

Call 0800 138 4 1-2-1.

We'll not only print your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for phone callers to: 09068 556612.

Call 0800 138 4 1-2-1.
THE GARAGE
MEN’S HEALTH & LEISURE CLUB

NOW OPEN IN METROPOLE LANE

- 200+ Lockers
- 25 Man Spa Pool
- 20 Man Steam Room
- 20 Man Dry Sauna
- 14 Rest Rooms
- Sling Room
- Tea & Coffee Bar
- Free Internet Access
- TV Lounge

Opening Hours:
7 Days A Week
12noon - 3.00am

Admission £12
Concession £10

1 The Garage
2 The Polo Lounge
3 Bennets

Licensed by Glasgow City Council

5 - 10 Metropole Lane, Glasgow  Tel: 0141 552 5502
www.garage-glasgow.com